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ABSTRACT
We propose a user assistant to devise analysis processes, based on a meta-analysis approach. Especially, we described a recommender system in three steps and relying on past analysis. We tested the performance of our approach with other classical methods found in the literature. The result shows that our proposal outperforms the other ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the big data phenomenon has led to increasing demands in data analysis, which most often are conducted by experts of their respective application fields (not necessarily in data science). An assistance to those users is essential for designing and applying analysis processes to their problems. Several assistants for data analysis were proposed over the years in order to allow such end-users to perform useful data analysis. Their primary function is to bring some order of automation into the Meta-analysis process.

Meta-analysis designates the very general task of finding an efficient (or most efficient) way to solve a given data analysis problem. As such, it covers a very wide range of tasks, a good many of which have already been extensively studied. For instance, if we consider the very specific problem of Boolean Satisfiability (SAT), we can find different approaches, such as [17], based on the selection of a most efficient algorithm to solve a particular problem instance. Such approaches are designated as portfolio for the SAT problem, but have equivalents on many other problems. Their most common denomination would be algorithm selection methods, many of which have been studied for machine learning problems, such as classification [7], regression [5], or instance selection [8]. These many different problems have been well studied on their own, but the next step for meta-analysis research is to start unifying some of them. In particular, the problem of data analysis workflow recommendation has received an increased interest over the last few years [9, 13, 14, 18]. Most of the papers working on the recommendation field (including in a variety of contexts) assume that the best results are generally given by collaborative filtering systems [1, 4]. It consists in the elicitation of past workflows (sequences of operators allowing to mine the data) solving a range of different data analysis problems, but remains mostly focused on predictive modelling.

Using meta-analysis principle, we focus this paper on a first approach of user assistant for analysis processes. The novelty of our approach is to propose a user assistant taking into account all features characterizing the processes of past workflows:

- The dataset which had to be analyzed
- The type of indicators expected over the dataset (examples: accuracy, recall, etc.)
- The sequence of operators leading to mine the dataset

The difficulty of our approach is to exploit and connect these three features in a unique user assistant. Thus, considering a current dataset and expected results on this one, the user assistant will propose one of the most relevant past workflow helping a current user to improve his/her analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines our meta-analysis-based framework for recommending workflows. Section 3 presents experimental results of our approach based on a real use-case. Section 4 concludes our work and details several perspectives.

2. META-ANALYSIS FOR WORKFLOW RECOMMENDATION

In this section, we describe our workflow recommender system using a meta-analysis-based approach. This approach is depicted in Figure 1.

2.1 Toy example

Let us illustrate the elements of Figure 1 over a simple example.

Dr. Flour is a flower biologist doing research over the different species of plants she has; namely iris setosa, iris virginica and iris versicolor. She’s trying to come up with an efficient model of classification given, among other criterion, the petal and the sepal size. Now, Dr. Flour has no real expertise in the field of data mining, so she does not know really what possible steps are available to her. At the same time, Dr. Kaktus is a famous geneticist who, with a few of his colleagues, came up with a novel computer model which can classify cacti flowers based on their size.
Fortunately, Dr. Kaktus uploaded his data and his analysis through the platform for anyone to evaluate or run operations on, alongside the various versions of his model (i.e., several workflows). So, our system will be able to select the features and the desired preferences on the model, and get a solution which could be tailor-made for Dr. Flour needs.

Dr. Flour primarily wants her model to be the most correct, so she is given predictive accuracy as a key criterion with a full weight of 1. She would rather get non-trivial information out of it, and so is advised to use the criterion of Kononenko’s Information Score [6], measuring the amount of new information produced by the model, to be somewhat important. She assigns it a medium weight of 0.5. Ultimately, she remarks that Cohen’s Kappa [2] could also be useful with its ability to account for the chance of random good guesses from the model, and adds it with a lower weight of 0.1.

2.2 Recommendation process

After illustrating our approach with a toy example, we describe the general process of our recommender system.

Consider the following definition of a workflow and a result of a workflow: Over a dataset $D$, a workflow $w$ is defined as a sequence of data-mining operators producing a unique result $r$. $r$ is composed of the data mined on $D$ as well as indicators allowing to estimate the relevance of $r$.

Considering a current analysis, the system recommends workflows from past analysis. These workflows are suggested thanks to their relevance with performance indicators expected by the current user on its dataset. More precisely, our meta-analysis-based approach is composed of three steps. Firstly, the system identifies past datasets that are the most similar with the current dataset. Then, from these past datasets, their related workflows are selected and executed on the current dataset. Finally, workflows maximizing the indicators are recommended to the current user.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Proof of concept

In order to test our results, we build a first proof of concept based on the online repository for data science called OpenML [15]. OpenML is an environment for crowdsourcing data sets and flows. It can be used to extract models or predictions. We chose the Weka [3] environment to work with, as it provides a clear and efficient interface to build workflows in a graphical and user-friendly way.

We worked with Weka Knowledge Flow [3] for editing and running flows with any data, through a user-friendly interface. We restricted ourselves with tasks of supervised classification for the example.

3.2 Validation

In order to validate this process, we performed a simple classifier recommendation experiment. We constructed a base of past analysis processes by running 10 well-
Table 1. Performance of the diverse selection techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test dataset</th>
<th>Domain knowledge</th>
<th>Global best</th>
<th>Subsampling</th>
<th>Meta-analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spambase</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anneal</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

known classification algorithms from the Weka API [3] on 10 classification tasks from OpenML. The tasks were picked to consider various classification problems (from binomial to multinomial classification) over a range of very different datasets. The classification algorithms were also picked to exhibit various biases, and cover a range of well-known techniques from the literature. Detailed information about every classifier, dataset, task, criterion and strategy used in this paper are available online.

The point is then to use this base of past experiments in order to choose, for 5 new classification problems from OpenML, which of our 10 classification algorithms to use. We will compare the performance in doing this selection of four different methods. These methods, described below, mimic the strategies often used by analysts of different expertise to perform classifier selection (as described in [10] or [11] for instance):

1. **Domain knowledge** : Directly choose a classifier that seems appropriate to domain experts, using some general classification guidelines. For instance, the Naïve Bayes classifier is known to perform well on datasets with good independence among attributes.

2. **Global best** : Check which classifier performed best on the base of past experiments and always use that one.

3. **Subsampling** : Try each classifier on a subsample (100 instances) of the new dataset. This allows to estimate their performance and make an informed decision in choosing the best, while not taking the potentially considerable time required to try each classifier on the full dataset. This method actually "cheats" by experimenting with the actual new dataset, but as it only performs a really simple experiment, it may still be compared with methods using only prior knowledge.

4. **Meta-analysis** : Use the meta-analysis process described in Section 2 to choose the classifier to use.

We evaluate the meta-level performance of each of those methods according to the Meta-Level Evaluation Framework proposed in [12]. We only remind here the meta-level performance criterion from this framework:

\[
P(\text{classifier}_j, \text{dataset}_i) = \text{Max} \left( -1, 1 - \frac{|\text{best} - x|}{|\text{best} - \text{def}|} \right)
\]

As illustrated in Figure 3, this performance criterion reaches its maximum of 1 when the recommended classifier achieves the best accuracy among the studied classifiers, and hits 0 when the predicted classifier achieves the same accuracy as the default classifier. It is bound downward in \(-1\) to avoid distinguishing between the already useless solutions.

![Figure 3. Performance of a recommendation](image)

Then, if a recommendation experiment has a performance of 0.9, it means that the recommended classifier is 90% as good as the best available. This allows to directly and easily compare the performance of meta-level recommendation methods, by simply averaging over a range of meta-level experiments. We then experiment our 4 selection strategies on 5 new classification tasks from OpenML, and present their respective performances in Table 1.

We can notice that the **Domain knowledge** strategy leads to inconsistent performances, which is quite natural since it is by nature incomplete and hard to interpret for non-experts. This is one of the major difficulties that domain experts face when attempting data analysis : the knowledge of the meta-domain (the know-how to build, test and compare analysis processes) is mostly implicit, and by nature incomplete. Moreover, any such knowledge gathered on the analysis of a particular topic is by no means guaranteed to apply to the analysis of...
another, making general guidelines marginally useful at best.

The Global best strategy shows a bit better performances by exploiting repeatedly the algorithm that seems to be the most competitive. The main flaw of this strategy is its lack of adaptability: as per Wolpert’s No free lunch theorems [16], any good performance of a classifier on a given dataset has to be offset by poor performance on another. There literally cannot be a “best” classifier in general, but only on restricted subspaces.

The Subsampling strategy then leads to acceptable performances, but, as stated before, one must keep in mind that it makes use of posterior knowledge, by actually experimenting with the new dataset to make an informed decision, while all other methods use only prior knowledge.

Finally, we can see that while the Meta-analysis-based recommendation does not necessarily lead to the best performance on each individual test dataset, its performance is on average higher than that of the other methods, reaching the 90% threshold. Its results also appear more consistent than that of the other strategies, suggesting more reliability. Finally, one must keep in mind that while the other strategies make little to no use of the base of prior experiments, the Meta-analysis relies very heavily on it, meaning that as this base grows, its performance is bound to improve, while the other strategies offer no such guarantee.

4. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented the first proposal of a user assistant to devise analysis processes. In particular, this assistant is based on a meta-analysis approach. Especially, we described a recommender system in three steps relying on past analysis (using similarities between datasets and expected indicators). We tested the performance of our approach with other classical methods found in the literature. The result shows that our proposal outperforms the other ones.

In order to be the most exhaustive as possible, our main short-term perspectives will consider more data-mining tools such as KNIME, RapidMiner, R or Orange. We will also implement other tasks than classification like regression or clustering. Our long-term perspective will also implement other tasks than classification like rule mining or OLAP. Tools such as KNIME, RapidMiner, R or Orange. We will also implement other tasks than classification like regression or clustering. Our long-term perspective will also implement other tasks than classification like rule mining or OLAP. In particular, this assistant to devise analysis processes. In particular, this assistant to devise analysis processes. In particular, this assistant to devise analysis processes.

4. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented the first proposal of a user assistant to devise analysis processes. In particular, this assistant is based on a meta-analysis approach. Especially, we described a recommender system in three steps relying on past analysis (using similarities between datasets and expected indicators). We tested the performance of our approach with other classical methods found in the literature. The result shows that our proposal outperforms the other ones.

In order to be the most exhaustive as possible, our main short-term perspectives will consider more data-mining tools such as KNIME, RapidMiner, R or Orange. We will also implement other tasks than classification like regression or clustering. Our long-term perspective will have to adapt, as much as possible, the recommendations to a current user. Indeed, it is essential that this user can easily appropriate the analysis results.
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